Real and unreal situations, wishes and regrets

See page 4 for example answers

Examples

(1)
	I am / am not good at maths

I wish I... was (were) good at maths
I'm glad I...n/a
If I... was (were) good at maths, I would be better at managing my money.

(2)
             I ate / didn't eat before coming to the class

I wish... n/a
I'm glad I ate before coming to the class.
If I hadn't eaten before coming to the class, my tummy would be rumbling now!
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I live / don't live near here.
I wish I...
I'm glad I...
If I ...

I am / am not married
I wish... 
I'm glad... 
If I... 

I have / don't have a demanding job
I wish... 
I'm glad... 
If I... 

I have / don't have a busy social life
I wish... 
I'm glad... 
If I... 

I was / wasn't born here.
I wish I...
I'm glad I...
If I ...

I can / can't speak fluent English.
I wish I...
I'm glad I...
If I ...

I did / didn't work hard at school.
I wish I...
I'm glad I...
If I ...

I did / didn't go to bed late last night.
I wish I...
I'm glad I...
If I ...

My parents were / weren't very rich.
I wish I...
I'm glad I...
If I ...

I was born a boy / girl.
I wish I...
I'm glad I...
If I ...

I have to / don't have to go to work tomorrow.
I wish I...
I'm glad I...
If I ...



Now interview your partner by asking questions as follows:

Example:

	I am / am not good at maths

Are you good at maths?
No
Do you wish you were good at maths?
Yes
Why?
Because if I were good at maths, I would be better at managing my money.

etc.

































Example answers - these are some possible answers, but of course, not the only ones.

I don't live near here.
I wish I lived near here
I'm glad I...
If I lived near here, it wouldn't take me so long to get home after the class.

I am not married
I wish... 
I'm glad I'm not married. 
If I were married, I wouldn't have so much freedom.

I have a demanding job
I wish I didn't have a demanding job
I'm glad... 
If I had a less demanding job, I would have more energy in my free time

I have  a busy social life
I wish... 
I'm glad I have a busy social life. 
If I didn't have a busy social life, I would be bored in my free time.

I was born here.
I wish I...
I'm glad I was born here.
If I hadn't been born here, I may not have had such a good standard of living as a child.

I can't speak fluent English.
I wish I could speak fluent English.
I'm glad I...
If I could speak fluent English, I wouldn't be doing this exercise now!

I didn't work hard at school.
I wish I'd worked harder at school.
I'm glad I...
If I'd worked harder at school, I might have a better job.

I went  to bed late last night.
I wish I hadn't gone to bed late last night.
I'm glad I..
If I'd gone to bed earlier, I wouldn't be so sleepy.

My parents weren't very rich.
I wish my parents had been rich
I'm glad...
If my parents had been rich, I wouldn't have to go to work!

I was born a boy.
I wish I...
I'm glad I was born a boy.
If I'd been born a girl, I would have more pressure to get married.

I have to go to work tomorrow.
I wish I didn't have to go to work tomorrow
If I didn't have to go to work tomorrow, I could go swimming.


